
Advancing the Art of Woodwinds



Art of Woodwinds’?  The answer is best expressed by the long list of world-renowned 

 



A History Rich in Tradition



stability

Reinventing the Clarinet One Piece at a Time

 
 



Advancing the Art of Woodwinds

lightning fast movement

alignment 

RAISED LOWER JOINT TONEHOLE  

INDIVIDUAL COIL SPRINGS  

POST ANCHOR & ADJUSTABLE THUMBREST  



“I have always believed that artists should never make compromises... in their technique, their 
equipment and, most importantly, in their music making. After years of collaborating with Morrie, 
our journey has taken us beyond improving the Clarinet. We have redefined the instrument and 
what it should be... an extension of one’s expressive capabilities that frees and inspires the heart.”

 

Perfection Doesn’t Happen You Have to Design It

effor tless

and seal

 

 
 



there!

From Your First Lesson to First Chair



Every Great Artist Has a Protégé

 

A Unique Spin on an Untraditional Accessory

 
 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Who Knew a Single Barrel Would Ignite a Revolution

A Little Weight Never Hurt Anyone

A Tonal Masterpiece
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Great Things Come in Small Packages

Tames the Savage Beast

We Finally Hit Rock Bottom



An Affordable Alternative to the Traditional Sound

A Different Take from a Legendary Performer

A Catalyst for Outstanding Performances
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Barrels as Unique as the Artists Who Play Them

A Force to be Reckoned With



The two models represent a wide range 

b

  

True Harmony in Craftsmanship

Pint Sized Perfection

A New Low, Even For Us
Traditional

Metropolitan



Leave a Lasting Impression for All to See and Hear

“Having found Morrie Backun is like discovering the Clari-Messiah! Morrie takes 
the worr y out of the Clarinet equipment equation. Not just another pretty face 
with the beautiful bells and barrels, which really improve the sound, Backun has 
a solution for ever y problem you can come up with... and he’s usually right! Bell-
issimo!!” 

“Playing Backun Clarinets has inspired the ver y soul of my music”

“Morrie, as I’m now getting accustomed to, you have once again rocked my world! 
Thank you so much for being so generous with your time.”



“This Bass Bell is a masterpiece! Finally, the Bass Clarinet can sound like a musical 
instrument without changes in the registers! All the notes sound free and in tune!”

“It has been a rare gift to be able to work with Morrie. He is without equivocation 
our modern day Stradivarius.” 

“Playing the Backun Cocobolo Clarinet is like upgrading to high definition television.  
For me, nothing has ever matched the clarity of sound, focus and evenness throughout 
the registers.  It makes playing the Clarinet a joy - even on bad reed days!”

www.backunmusical.com/artist-community
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